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1. The meeting was called to order by Bruce Leach who introduced Thomas Pearcy, a librarian on a temporary
appointment at the EHS Library.

2. Director's Report:  Bill Studer reported that an analysis of library faculty salaries indicating a slippage in our
relative ranking within the CIC, as well as with our 10 peer institutions, was prepared.  That information has been
forwarded to Academic Affairs, and copies were distributed to all library faculty.  The Faculty Compensation and
Benefits Committee report will be presented at the Senate meeting this Saturday, and will then be distributed to all
faculty.  There has been a slippage for all faculty similar to the one experienced by University Libraries. 

The Libraries has received a Regents' grant for instructional equipment that will be used to purchase microform
reader/printers that have the capability to modify and augment images before printing.

The recarpeting of Main Library will most likely not be completed by the end of this calendar year due to the time
required for the bid/contract process. 

There will be a teleconference on copyright on Friday, May 21, from noon to 3:00pm. in  252  Campbell Hall.  Seating
capacity of the room is 60. Description of the conference can be seen at /whats_new/copyright.html.

OhioLINK will be holding regional briefings; the ones for central Ohio will be held at the Park University Hotel on
April 26, either 9:00am.- noon or 1:00pm.- 4:00pm.  Those who are not active participants in OhioLINK activities are
urged to attend to be brought up to date on OhioLINK activities. 

There is no word yet on the budget for 1999/2000.  Salary guidelines will most likely be proposed at the May Board of
Trustees meeting. 

The fate of the card catalog was discussed at the most recent Library Council meeting, and agreement was reached that
it will be removed.  The removal will be accomplished in two stages; first the cabinets will be moved to a warehouse
for a couple of years prior to disposal.  There are 106 cabinets, and it will cost ca. $2,500-$3,000/year for storage.  The
Shelf  List will be retained on the ground floor of Main Library.  A full microfilm copy of the card catalog through
May 26, 1969, with a supplement covering 1977-82, is available in the Microforms Room of Main Library. 

Dr Studer, in cleaning out his office,  found the notes for his report at the first library faculty meeting he attended on
March 10, 1977.  Among the topics included (some which bear a striking resemblance to the present):  a dismal budget
picture; OCLC had established a moratorium on new terminal placements; a new accounting system called FAS was
nearing implementation; there was concern about the need for 24 hour study rooms; four Task Forces were to be
appointed on Serial Check-in, Serial Cancellations, the Online Catalog, and Personnel Policies; the dedication of
Pressey Hall was imminent; the University Senate was discussing the enlargement of Ohio Stadium; and a bequest had
been received from Ruth Keller.

3. Human Resources Report:   Linda Gonzalez reported on the status of the three faculty vacancies:  Web Librarian--
individuals to be interviewed have been identified, and the interviews will take place in mid to late April; Serials
Coordinator--interviews will be schedule during May; Coordinator Non-Roman Cataloging Section--the first meeting
of the Search Committee will be scheduled in the next few weeks.

Leave balances were scheduled to appear no longer on pay stubs beginning in April, but the implementation date
appears to have slipped to May.  Human Resources staff will be attending three hour training sessions during April.

All but one Conflict of Interest statement have been received from library faculty.  Performance Reviews for Classified
Civil Service staff are also due; thus far ca. one third have been submitted.
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4. CQI Steering/Oversight Committee Report:  Linda Gonzalez reported that the Personal Interactions Workshop
series is well underway, and it is hoped that nearly everyone in the Libraries will have attended by the end of the year.
Six sessions have been scheduled during April and May; 13 individuals have signed up for the sessions next week. 
Thus far 60 individuals have completed the training, and it is anticipated that the number will reach 100 by the end of
May.

The telephone project has been led by Karen Carroll, and is nearly completed with its work.  The projects that resulted
from the CQI RFP process were as follows: 

No. 99-01--Labeling and shelf-preparation for books:  improving accuracy and throughput time.

No. 99-02--Improve the system of identifying and binding of about 2,600 serial titles that are shelved directly in Main
Library Bookstacks.

No. 99-03--Improve the shelving and re-shelving in Main Library Bookstacks.

No. 99-04--Improve  recruitment and retention of qualified, motivated student employees, a project that will include
the creation of a Student Employee Advisory council as a first step.

No. 99-05--Provide handheld baskets to assist patrons gathering library materials.

No. 99-06--Add the decimal point to our LC call numbers (this has been folded into project No. 99-01).

No. 99-07--Bar code the patron BuckID card (or a more feasible alternative, if identified) that will improve scans for
patrons/staff at the point of circulation check-out.  This project has been forwarded to the Information Technology
Department for action.

The biggest problem in beginning these projects is the time that is required to work out all the details to begin the
quantitative study and workflow implications.  Everyone's patience--and willingness to serve if called upon--are
greatly appreciated.

5. Information Technology Department Report:   Sally Rogers reported that all public connections to OSCAR have
been redirected to Felix.  The OSCAR machine is operational, but they are testing the performance with all users on the
single machine.  Any problems that are experienced should be reported to Sally Rogers or Nancy Helmick.  A new
version of the Webpac hasn't been installed on OSCAR yet but should be next week.  There is a bug that causes
malfunctions if titles are searched with upper case letters.  There are also problems with scoping that cause searchers to
be put into a scope that they haven't requested.  The problem has been reported to III. It is severe enough to warrant
considering removal of the scoping feature if not fixed right away.  Testing of III's advanced keyword searching will
also be undertaken.  OSU will be a test site; the OhioLINK User Services Committee will be accessing our site for
testing as well.  If the test is successful, OhioLINK is proposing to purchase the software, which uses Alta Vista's
search engine, for all members. Obsolete files (e.g., web pages) that are stored on Galaxy should be deleted to free up
storage space.  Network switches are being replaced and/or upgraded, and bandwidth is being improved on the
Libraries VLAN.  The Microcomputer group will be installing over 200 new PCs; these will be both replacements of
existing machines and additional computers for some areas.  Ken Cherrington will be meeting with departments/offices
concerning the location of these machines.  Some of the replacements relate to the increased  RAM requirements of the
Millennium software.

A plan will be developed for getting CJK, Arabic and Hebrew vernacular language information to display in OSCAR. 
III software to do this has been ordered.  A newer version of Netscape is needed, and questions have also been raised
concerning the use of Internet Explorer.  The barcode labels mentioned for Project 99-07 in the CQI report above, have
been ordered.

6. Other Business:  Betty Sawyers reminded the attendees of the information that is available on the Staff Information
page of the Libraries web site. The URL for the page is 



/Lib_Info/Staff_Info.html ; those in attendance were reminded of the special UserID and Password required to access
the information.   The page has been recently reorganized to add a section on Policies, which presently contains the
Libraries' Computer Use Policy and the Web Site Standards and Guidelines for Library Units. An additional change
has been the removal of the individual listings of employment and training opportunities to a page devoted to that
information.  Special mention was also made of the entry under Information Technology  Support which is called
Instructions and Frequently Asked Questions (FAQ).  This entry points to a separate page which contains instructions
and other information that will help you to make the best use of the computer equipment that you are using. 
Suggestions for additional information to be included in this section should be directed to Penny Pearson.  In the near
future, a form to use in reporting computer problems will be added under Information Technology Support. 

Betty Sawyers 
Faculty Secretary
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